Premier Continuum and ParaSolution announce a sponsorship supporting the ACP to promote
the Business Continuity community and foster connection among its practitioners.
Premier Continuum Inc. (PCI), a leader in the field of Business Continuity, is pleased to become a sponsor of the
Association of Continuity Professionals (ACP), a world’s premier association of resiliency professionals, nurturing its
mission of shaping and supporting the global community of resilience practitioners.
“With our increasingly global involvement in shaping the industry and educating its professionals, we saw supporting
ACP as a natural fit. By helping ACP promote the art and science of business continuity, we elevate how we carry out
our own mission. We can contribute to ACP’s thought leadership while deepening and widening our network as well as
gaining precious insight into the practice,” says Marie-Hélène Primeau, Executive Vice-President of PCI.
PCI’s professionals regularly speak at various conferences (BCI World or forums, DRJ conferences, DRIE conferences,
Continuity Insights conferences, etc.). Their expert advice is also frequently sought by Gartner analysts, and they
voluntarily contribute to several committees related to BCI, TC 292, CSA Z1600 and CSA Public Safety, among others.
Supported by its certified BCI and ICOR trainers, PCI has delivered hundreds of classes North America and trained more
than 500 professionals over the years. Supporting ACP enables PCI to leverage and further invest in its strong
educational focus.
PCI is excited about supporting ACP, and looking forward to actively participating in enriching events, knowledge
sharing, networking, and the expansion of the business continuity sphere.

About Premier Continuum Inc. and ParaSolution
Premier Continuum is a leader in Business Continuity, IT Disaster Recovery, and Crisis, Emergency and Risk
Management. It offers holistic services including consulting and BCI and ICOR certified training, supported by
ParaSolution, its world-class, award-winning BCM software named as a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for BCM
Solutions Worldwide*. ParaSolution is supported by experienced consultants and certified trainers, thereby ensuring
the maturity of organizations’ resilience programs. The company benefits from a strong presence and tremendous
client trust in its market, fueling its worldwide expansion.
Premier Continuum – Increase Organizational Resilience
ParaSolution – Tailor – Grasp – Accelerate – Mobilize
Looking to benefit from Premier Continuum’s wealth of expertise? Give them a call today. 1.877.761.6222
Premier Continuum Contact / Lucille Bélanger, MBA, PMP, CBCI / Strategic Growth & Marketing Director
e.: lbelanger@premiercontinuum.com / w.: www.premiercontinuum.com
*Gartner “Magic Quadrant for Business Continuity Management Program Solutions, Worldwide,” David Gregory, Roberta Witty, September 2019.

